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Managing Special Needs Issues
In Custody Disputes

2
Practical Strategies

With thanks to…
oEve Lopez, CFLS
oDavid Austin, Ph.D.
oKarin Manger, LCSW
oAll of the Families that have taught us
oAnd in special tribute to..
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Lynda Doi Fick, M.A., MFT
o1948‐2017
oCo‐Creator of the Child‐Centered Conjoint Therapy
Model
oCo‐Recipient of the Meyer‐Elkins Award
oJuvenile Dependency Expert, Therapist, Single
Expert , Consultant, Co‐author, Teacher, Cross‐
Cultural Expert, Sometime office mate, race‐car
enthusiast, mandala maker, and friend
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Defining Terms
A “special needs” child is one who

has medical,
developmental,
emotional, or
educational
needs/conditions

that may impact
on parenting
responsibilities
and the best
parenting plan

Dizzying array of
conditions,
services, and
opinions as to
the best plan

Parents often
have different
perceptions and
different bases of
information
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Clashing Systems…
Court system considers
input from both parents

BUT – may default to
one parent based on
external professional
opinion or failure of
parents to agree

May require
consultation between
parents before seeking
services for children

Courts don’t always
understand the
differences among
specialties and how
these may impact
opinion

Responsibility is usually
on the parent
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Legitimate disagreement vs.
another canvas for parental conflict..

Whether the special
needs exist

Appropriate
management strategies

Generalized statements
vs. the child’s specific
circumstances

Parents, the court, or
other professionals want
the single expert to “pick
a winner”

Delay may compromise
the child’s development
or safety, even more
than occurs with a non‐
impaired child

Extended evaluations
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Parents’ - Issues
In Special Needs Cases

Gatekeeping
issue?

Similar disabilities

Demands of
special
education or
other service
plans

Self‐esteem
issues

Fatigue, stress,
overload
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Problems with
Both parents may have areas of competence and contribution

“picking a winner”

Critical perspective lost, single‐hypothesis thinking

Marginalization of a parent

External professionals start engaging with only one parent

Less collaboration and information sharing

Resentment on both sides

Gatekeeping

Stress, fatigue, respite issues
9
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Appeal of Sole custody or compartmentalized decision making……

Allows timely
decisions when
necessary

But What
About The
Next Day?

Appears easier to
external
professionals
(although may be
at the cost of bias)

Gets the family out
of the courtroom
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The Case for Early, Systemic Intervention

Risks of delay

Difficulties of
intervening when
problems become
entrenched

Initial treatment goals
surround universal
issues

Available tools in
children’s activities and
daily routines

Opportunities to send
clear, early messages to
parents and follow
them up if litigation
continues

Intervention versus
evaluation/assessment:
which is most helpful
when?
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Early Intervention Approach
Managed by neutral
professionals with
some authority

May inform ongoing
evaluation

May precede, follow,
or narrow issues for
single expert
witness

May obviate need for
evaluation, promote
settlement
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Life Outside of the
Litigation

Daily Routines

Ongoing special services

Interaction with
educational, recreational,
social and medical systems

Impacts of fatigue

Impacts on consistency
and flexibility

Impacts of marginalization
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Issues / Controversies Complicating
Assessment and Treatment Planning
Utility
of diagnosis

Use, misuse, or
misunderstanding of
language among
specialties (“consistency”)

Presumptions about
children’s credibility vs.
coping skills

If one problem exists,
others cannot

Approaches to
understanding the dynamics

“Headliner” examples,
oversimplification
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Skill Set
Ability to • ‐Educational
‐Therapeutic recreation
engage with •• ‐Other
services and
other systems rehab
Medical
Attention to,
and tolerance
for detail
• Ability to engage
parents’ disagreements
in depth

Sophistication
about the condition
at issue
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Goals of Early
Intervention
• Minimize risks
• Maintain developmental progress
• Expand coparenting options
• Provide opportunities for parents to expand or
demonstrate parenting and coparenting abilities
• Maintain integration of child and community
• Maximize resources
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Children’s Outcome
Is Related To
• Coping effectiveness (healthy coping skills)
• Coping efficacy (belief that what one says or does will work)
• Access to healthy relationships
• Stability
• Authoritative parenting
• Access to normative activities
• Management of developmental risks
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Areas of Focus
Manage‐
ment of
daily tasks
and
routines

Integrating
information
from
various
professional
disciplines

Involvement
of both
parents

Temporary
service
plans

Guided
information
gathering

Behavioral
data
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Structured Information Gathering
‐Professionals in other
disciplines may not be familiar
with our population
Structure and accountability for
the initial process
‐Ensure balanced information
gathering
Manage procedures
‐Both parents’ access to IEP’s
and other team meetings
Identify questions to be asked,
have both parents report back
and process information

‐Avoid assumptions about
reasons for a parent’s level of
assertiveness or involvement

Structured experimentation
with interventions
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In community practice ..

Treating
professionals
make clinical
decisions all the
time

Opinions and
recommendations
may be limited,
temporary, and
pending further
assessment

May assume
ongoing
cooperation and
opportunities to
assess and revise
plan

May assume or
expect
communication
between parents

May express
opinions based on
one‐sided input
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Children’s Outcome
Is Related To
• Coping effectiveness (healthy coping skills)
• Coping efficacy (belief that what one says or does will work)
• Access to healthy relationships
• Stability
• Authoritative parenting
• Access to normative activities
• Management of developmental risks
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Deciphering the Doctor’s note:
Is there a diagnosis?
Is there a plan specific to the child?
Is there a recommendation for a “trial,” or a temporary intervention pending further
assessment?
Does this MD have ongoing responsibility for the child?
What’s the follow‐up plan?
Were both parents consulted?
Was an alternative presented to the doctor, or mentioned by the doctor, but not
reported?
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External Professionals

May be asked for
letters or
statements in
appointments
designed for other
purposes

May not be paid
for reports,
letters, testimony,
review of records
or phone
conversations
unless the parents
do so

May avoid or
decline cases with
parents in conflict
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Considerations in seeking
additional medical information

Set an evenhanded structure

Make the parents do the work
• ‐Obtaining information
• ‐Framing questions for the appointment
• ‐Arranging an appointment of sufficient
duration
• ‐Providing payment for services beyond
the norm

Insurance may cover further
assessment of a diagnosed
medical condition, but not
family law involvement
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Helping providers unfamiliar
with family law
Entrée contact

Understand the professional’s stressors

Specify particular questions to be addressed and what is not expected of the provider

Be available to assist with structure and explanations to parents

Request a phone call and copy of report

Explain need for both parents’ involvement
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Maximizing Resources:

PC or team are
aggregators and
translators of
information

Use insurance or
educational
benefits where
applicable

If a CCE is
necessary, consider
“farming out” the
covered portions
and having reports
sent to single
expert

Conversely –
ensure that
providers are
sufficiently aware
and qualified that
they won’t escalate
conflict
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Established Medical Conditions
o Are both parents aware?
o Have recommendations been made to both parents?
o Were they accurately interpreted?
o How well have the parents followed recommendations?
o If a parent disagreed, did he/she return to the doctor or
propose an alternative?
o Is MD seeing differential follow‐up at time of court dates, or
after weekends with either parent?
o Consistency vs. Rigidity
o Attempts at mitigation of risks
27
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Teach problem Solving
Seeking and evaluating information

Questioning assumptions

Temporary agreement on behavioral targets
Experimenting with an approach, providing
feedback
Researching alternatives

Multiple hypothesis focus
Reminders that the disability will outlast the
custody conflict
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Parental Responsibility
Specific Tasks and Deadlines

Investigating
of coverage
and providers

Investigate
community
resources

Provide
referrals to
other parent
on a timely
basis

Provide
payment for
services not
covered by
insurance

Propose
alternatives
and provide
supporting
information

Follow
through on
temporary
plans
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Plans for chronic conditions often require
home-based maintenance..
 Familiar parenting variables apply
 Consistency (caution re definition)
 Attunement to Child
 Authoritative parenting
 Ability to set limits and promote positive coping
 Willingness to implement treatment plans
 Facilitative rather than restrictive gatekeeping (Kaufman
and Pickar, 2017)
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A Coparenting – Team is still better
Successful outcomes most
likely with
• Effective coordination among
professionals
• Structured, involved decision‐
making

Promoting adaptability in
the child

Accessing each parent’s
strengths

Attention to fatigue, self‐
care, structured
cooperation
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